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Southern Chaos FC 3v3 Tournament Rules (Local Play) 

Roster 

Rosters cannot be changed after May 19th. No changes or substitutions to rosters will be 

allowed after the start of a team’s first game. All rosters are final at the start of the team’s first 

game. 

The age group a team will be registered is based on the oldest player on the roster. If 5 players 

are five and the sixth player is six, the team must play in the U7 age group. 

SIX (6) is the maximum number of players on a team; with THREE (3) field players at one 

time. 

There are no goalkeepers in 3v3 soccer. Substitutes may occur at any dead ball situation, but 

players must get the referee’s attention to enter and exit at the half field mark only. 

Coaches 

There is a maximum of (2) coaches allowed per team on the sideline. Coaches are only allowed 

to stay on their half of the field. Coaches must be on the roster and have signed waiver. 

Uniforms 

All players must wear Jersey/Shirts during the play, and each team must bring both a light and 

dark colored jersey/shirt. If both teams are wearing the same color, a coin flip or rock, paper, 

scissors will determine the team to change uniforms (Please bring Pennies just in case).  

All players must wear shin guards. Any player without shin guards will not be allowed to play. 

No jewelry of any kind is to be worn. 

Teams are responsible of providing game balls. The following are the sizes for each group: 

U6-U8 = Size 3; U9-U12 = Size 4; and U13 & up = Size 5. 

Field Dimensions 

Regular size fields will be 40 yards long and 30 yards wide. The goal box is 12 feet wide by 8 

feet deep, and center circles are 10 yards (30 FT) in diameter. 

Goal Box 

No player may touch the ball within the goal box; however, any player may move/run through 

the goal box. Any part of the ball or player’s body is considered in the goal box. 

If a defender touches the ball in goal box, a goal is awarded to the offensive team. DO NOT 

TOUCH THE BALL IN THE GOAL BOX. 

If an offensive player touches the ball in the goal box, a goal kick is awarded to the defensive 

team. If the ball comes to a complete stop in goal box, a goal kick is awarded. 
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GOALS are only scored when the ball has traveled onto the opposing team’s half of the field. 

They can be scored during kick off only if the entire ball has crossed over into the defending 

team’s half of the field. A goal cannot be scored directly from a kickoff. Someone must 

touch/move the ball in play in order to shoot directly at goal. 

Game Duration (Pool Play) 

The game shall consist of two 12-minute halves separated by a 2-minute halftime period. If a 

team reaches 12 goals in the game, then the game ends in Mercy Rule. If there is a tie – the 

game ends in a tie. (In case there is a tie at the end of pool play – goal differential will come 

into play) 

Playoffs, 3rd Place Game, and Championship Game 

Same rules apply as Pool Play – If there is a tie at the end of the game – both teams will face off 

with sudden death PKs taken from the halfway line of the field. The 3 players that were on the 

field when the whistle blew will be your first 3 kickers. If after, the first 3 rounds of kicks it is 

still tied, then the substitute players will start to kick. If you don’t have any subs on your team 

(You came with only 3 players) your first kicker will re-kick. 

Standings 

Each team earns 3 points per win, 1 point per time, and 0 points per loss. 

No Offsides and NO SLIDE TACKLING ALLOWED in 3v3 Soccer. If someone slide 

tackles – it will be an automatic Yellow Card. If you accumulate 2 yellow cards – your player 

will have to sit out from the next game and will not be able to finish the current game, he or she 

is partaking in. **Respect our Refs at All Times** 

5 YARD Rule – in all dead ball situations, defending players must stand at least 5 yards (15 

feet) away from the ball. 

Headers: They are allowed for all ages. 

Kick-Ins: the ball shall be kicked into play from the sideline instead of doing a throw in.  

Substations: may happen at any dead ball – kick-in, goal kick, free kick, restart after someone 

scores. Refs must Blow the Whistle and hold ball until subs are made. Do not pause the clock 

for subs. Just let the referee know you are making a sub. 

Penalty Kicks: Penalty kicks are awarded if a player touches the ball with their hands on their 

half of the field (If it is a shot on goal). The Penalty Kick will be taken at the halfway line with 

no one blocking the shot at goal. If you score the goal – game resets. If you miss the defending 

team restarts with a goal kick. 

Indirect Kicks: All fouls will be indirect kicks – meaning – someone will have to touch the ball 

if the player wants to score from that spot. Players cannot score from Indirect Kicks if no one 

touches the ball first. 
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Restarts: All dead ball kicks to restart play (kick-ins, free kicks, kick-offs), with exception to 

corner kicks or penalty kicks. Simply tapping the top of the ball with the foot or stepping on the 

ball is not sufficient. The ball must move forward in order to start play. 

Time Clock: The clock does not stop, unless there is an injury on the field. Subs will not stop 

the clock. 

Parents: Please stay on your side of the field. Stay together with your teams. Tents are allowed 

and lawn chairs. 

Forfeit of Games: If a team can no longer continue playing due to injuries or kids are gassed, 

you must notify someone at the SCFC tent so that we can let the opposing teams know. Please 

do not leave the facilities without notifying someone. 

Let’s have fun and have a great day of Soccer Games. 


